SUNDAY 30
Run & Brunch with SA Jordan
Sundays @ 9:30am
Meet in the Cook Lobby
All Running Levels Welcome

OH STEM: Office Hours
1:00pm - 2:00pm Seminar Room

Westworld ep.5 “Contrapasso” with GRF Jonathan and popcorn
9pm 122 McGraw Place

MONDAY 31
Cookies and Conversation
“Diversity Story Swapping for Change”
with GRFs Red and Sadé and
SA Lavannya
9:00pm
5:00pm Cook Seminar Room

Last Night Tonight
with John Oliver
shown by SA Aditya
Mondays @ 9:30pm Seminar Room

Reverse Trick-or-Treating at 625 University with GRF Anne
9:00pm at your room!

TUESDAY 1
Astro Events Series:
Episode 1 of Cosmos with HF Lisa Kaltenegger
7:00pm Cook Seminar Room

WEDNESDAY 2 cont.
WEDNESDAYS

FRIDAY 4 cont.
ALICE COOK HOUSE
GUESTS-IN-RESIDENCE

SATURDAY 5
Game Night Study Break with GRF Michael
Play board games, bring your favorites or choose from the Cook collection and enjoy some snacks!
8:00pm Cook Common Room

All of the Lights Diwali Show 2016
Sign up at the House Office.
$5.00 due at time of sign up
Sign up by November 2 @ noon

SUNDAY 6
Run & Brunch with SA Jordan
Sundays @ 9:30am
Meet in the Cook Lobby
All Running Levels Welcome

OH STEM: Office Hours
1:00pm - 2:00pm Seminar Room

Scheduling + Pre-Enroll with SAs Aditya, Jordan, Kasey & Lavannya
2:00pm Cook Seminar Room

Tea and Cookies at Red’s
3:30pm
GRF Red’s Apt. 414 Cook Main

Screening: Dr Strangelove
7:00pm Cook Seminar Room

Important Reminders:
Daylight Saving Time!
Set your clocks back Saturday, November 5 at midnight

Election Day is
November 8
Alice Cook House
Common Room is your Polling Place

No access through the Common Room during polling.

THURSDAY 3
Applying to STEM Graduate Programs with GRFs Anne, Red & Michael
Begin with a panel discussion and then smaller group sessions focusing on specific areas.
8:00pm Cook Seminar Room

FRIDAY 4
Tamara Stefanovich Piano Concert with GRF Pauline
“Bristling with dexterous wizardry and colossal energy, Stefanovich performs at the world’s major concert venues and frequently takes part in performance projects with dancers, actors, and D.J.s.”
7:30pm Meet in the Cook lobby to walk up to Barnes Hall together.
$8.00 cost to Cook Residents

WEDNESDAY 2
Run & Brunch with SA Jordan
Sundays @ 9:30am
Meet in the Cook Lobby
All Running Levels Welcome

OH STEM: Office Hours
1:00pm - 2:00pm Seminar Room

Reverse Trick-or-Treating at 625 University with GRF Anne
9:00pm at your room!

Catching Up & Cookies with GRF Anne
Wednesdays at 8pm
625 University Ave, 1st floor TV Lounge

Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows, Pt 2
Hosted by GRFs Jonathan and Pauline. Popcorn and fresh baked cookies provided.
Bring your own magic.
8:00pm 122 McGraw Place

SUNDAY 31
Run & Brunch with SA Jordan
Sundays @ 9:30am
Meet in the Cook Lobby
All Running Levels Welcome

OH STEM: Office Hours
1:00pm - 2:00pm Seminar Room

Scheduling + Pre-Enroll
with SAs Aditya, Jordan, Kasey & Lavannya
2:00pm Cook Seminar Room

Tea and Cookies at Red’s
3:30pm
GRF Red’s Apt. 414 Cook Main

Screening: Dr Strangelove
7:00pm Cook Seminar Room

Important Reminders:
Daylight Saving Time!
Set your clocks back Saturday, November 5 at midnight

Election Day is
November 8
Alice Cook House
Common Room is your Polling Place

No access through the Common Room during polling.

FRIDAY 4 cont.
ALICE COOK HOUSE
GUESTS-IN-RESIDENCE

Scott O'Connor, Ph.D
Assistant Professor of Philosophy at New Jersey City University & Amy Rupert '13
Tell Us Medical Student
Weill Cornell Medical College
November 4-6, 2016

Dr. Scott O'Connor is an assistant professor of philosophy at New Jersey City University. He is the author of "Freedom in the World," a book on the history of human rights. O'Connor has published over 30 essays and articles in philosophy journals, including "Ethics and Social Thought," "The Journal of Philosophy," and "The Journal of Medicine and Philosophy." He is also a visiting fellow at the Institute for Human Sciences in Vienna, Austria.

Amy Rupert graduated from Cornell University with a B.A. in philosophy from Oxford (2006), and a BA in philosophy and neuroscience from New Jersey City University. His research focuses on Aristotle's natural philosophy and metaphysics, especially focusing on identifying and characterizing Aristotle's views on how objects survive change. Dr. O'Connor holds a Ph.D in philosophy from Cornell (2013), where he served as an TA in Medical Ethics and Conduct. He is currently an assistant professor of philosophy at New Jersey City University.

New Room to house dinners with GRF Jonathan and Kasey Scott will discuss “pursuing a career in the humanities.”
Amy will discuss “pursuing a career in medicine.”

10-11:30 am Saturday, November 5, 2016 in the Cook Dining Room
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